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Fundamental Analysis has been the
core of investing many years. One
of the most important and popular
measure is Price-Earning ratio,
which measure the stock price is
over-valued or under-valued. But
recent change in investing world
needs to modify traditional
Fundamental Analysis. This
Price/Earning ratio is commonly
used by former Fed chairman
Greenspan and Nobel laureate
Shiller to value over/under priced
stock valuation.

CONCLUSION
We modify Buffett-Graham-Dodd Price
Earning ratio matrix model, so new
model can reflect factor specific risk.

Example we used was Korean
Discount model. Due to Korean
geographical risk which is shown recently
by Trump-Kim denuclearization meeting
also, Korean stock prices are generally
lower than counterpart US stocks due to
this risk. To reflect this risk, we need to
modify original PE matrix to value Korean
stocks for investing. Our model shows
lower PE ratio after reflecting this risk.

PE ratio Valuation

This shows over-valued stocks also return to
mean PE ratio.

Their PE-matrix model gives fair PE ratio
to value stock price over/under valuation.

Other Factor: Growth

Factor: Korean Discount
What will be the impact of political and
geographical risk on investing. Recent
Trump-Kim meeting is an example to lower
Korean stock price with same earnings.

Graham-Dodd Model

New Model for
Price/Earnings Matrix

We derived alpha and beta for Korean
stock market and this shows lower Price
Earning ratio than original Graham PE
matrix.

By using PE ratio
AMZN(Amazon) looks
very expensively over-
valued, which mislead
investing decision. But
using growth adjusted
PEG ratio shows that
Amazon is not over
vlaued. Chinese tech
company Alibaba(BABA)
looks overvalued

Below shows the lower the PE ratio
the bigger the stock returns.
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Buy Low PE, Sell High PE

Where P/E means Stock Price over
Earning per Share. Alpha is a constant
derived from simulation of historic data.
Beta is another constant also derived
from simulation of historic data. Growth
means expected earnings growth and
yield is long-term 10 year government
bond yield.

Recent changes in correlation also make
traditional PE matrix needs to be changed.

Other Factor: Correlation
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